“TOP 20 TIPS” for AUDIENCE MEMBERS
Prepping for your Augmented Reality Concert Experience
(see last page for device compatibility lists)

Try Out the AR Experience in the Practice Arena
1. Look for the Practice Arena on the WCCMA website, and try out the AR experience in the days
leading up to the concert broadcast! The Practice Arena will:
○

○
○
○
○
○

Cue you to download and familiarize yourself with the Hoverlay app.
○ Make sure to allow the Hoverlay app to use your location and access your
camera while the app is running. These permissions are both necessary for
augmented reality to function properly.
Accustom you to visually exploring augmented reality by looking through your device as
a viewer.
Help you heighten the quality of your audio experience by adjusting your device volume
and choosing your best set of headphones.
Demonstrate that you can physically move around in augmented reality to explore the
space, which increases the visual and auditory possibilities.
Show you how to navigate easily between the concert ticket and the sphere, as well as
to pause the experience in the sphere itself.
Allow you the leisure time to try out these various AR possibilities, so you can feel
comfortable and familiar with the technology before attending the actual concert
experience.

Technological Prep
2. Download the Hoverlay app onto your device — or download the LATEST version of the
Hoverlay app if you’ve attended a previous performance.
○ Make sure to allow the Hoverlay app to use your location and access your camera while
the app is running. These permissions are both necessary for augmented reality to
function properly.
3. Find your best set of headphones and make sure they are matched to your device.

4. Charge your device the morning of the event.
5. Close the other apps on your device to free up space. Augmented reality is resource-intensive,
and your phone/tablet is doing the heavy lifting!

Using Your Device with ImmerSphere
6. Make sure your volume is on! The device must have its volume on to work — this is
counterintuitive to one’s normal concert etiquette! Make sure your device is NOT on either
“Silent” or “Vibrate” settings, but that the sound is fully on.
7. Find the stage! The location of the stage is dependent on where the device is held when the
user loads a performance. The device is your “viewer” for the experience, so look through the
device towards where you would like the stage to be, then load the experience. The stage will
load in front of the device. You can re-load the experience anytime to re-set where the stage
appears.
8. Find your preferred seat in relation to the stage! You’re able to physically move in reality
and have that correspond to moving around within the AR sphere. This gives you the option of
getting closer to the performer, sitting to one side rather than in the center, etc. Once you load
the experience, take a few steps toward the performer or otherwise stroll around to find your
favorite spot to sit and experience the performance.
9. Your position in the sphere affects your experience of the sounds. The sound within the
360 sphere is spatial — it’s coming from a source, the artist — and also ambisonic, so if you
turn your head to look at something, you'll hear the sound balance shift toward the right or left
ear. The sound attenuates as you walk away from the artist and increases in intensity as you
approach.
10. Tricks of the virtual concert hall screen:
○ You can PAUSE a concert experience by double-tapping the artist’s image on your
screen with your thumb. Double-tapping again will re-start the video where you left off.
○ You can exit the sphere and return to the concert ticket by pressing the refresh arrow in
the upper right corner. The concert ticket has the full program listed. From there, you
can click into any piece or commentary video.

Entry Points to the ImmerSphere Concert Experience
11. About 30 minutes before the concert, Melissa Richmond will send out an email with a link to
WCCMA's virtual stage hosted on Hoverlay. On the day of the concert, just tap that link from
your device, and the Hoverlay app will automatically open to the concert ticket. From there you
can click the program links to enter the experience.

12. For two days after the concert, you can return to the program page to listen again to your
favorite pieces! You can also invite others who may have missed “opening night” to buy tickets
and experience the performance.

More Helpful Hints
13. If you can see the video, but can’t hear any audio, make sure your device is not in "Silent Mode"
or "Vibrate Mode."
14. If you can hear the music but not see the performers, try moving your phone around to see if the
stage loaded elsewhere in the 360. You can hit the refresh button in the upper right corner to
return to the concert ticket. From there, you can reload the experience, which re-sets the
position of the stage.
15. The AR experience won’t work from a moving vehicle! Or if you are going on a long walk! The
new world unfolds around you, pinned geographically to the spot where you loaded the
experience.
16. The AR experience also won’t work in a darkened room or if something is covering the phone's
camera.

Bonus Prep for Comfort
17. Find an extension cord that enables you to keep your device plugged in while also enjoying the
concert experience from your favorite chair.
18. Find a stand, bookend, or other way to prop up your device so you can have the option to set
down the device and continue to relax and watch the concert hands-free.
○ Whatever prop you use, be sure not to obscure the camera on your device, which is
partly what’s connecting us to augmented reality!
19. Audience members “share their savvy” in the final section below. If you’ve found a stellar way
to experience an ImmerSphere performance, please let us know and we’ll add your suggestion
to the list!

Plan B!
20. If your device is not able to support augmented reality, or you are otherwise unable to click into
the concert sphere: fear not! We have a Plan B!
○ Check the email you received with the link to WCCMA's virtual stage. Melissa will also
include a Plan B link to a flat version of the concert experience hosted on YouTube.
○ The “Online Event Page” will also have all the resources: concert links, FAQ, Practice
Arena, and Zoom link.

Audience Members Share Their Savvy
High-quality ways that people set up their ImmerSphere experiences

●

“Use a Bluetooth speaker for the audio instead of headphones: Prior to the performance
experience (1) Turn on your smartphone's or tablet's Bluetooth, (2) connect your
smartphone/tablet to your Bluetooth speaker.”
‒ Matthew from Boston, MA

●

“Use ImmerSphere with your AppleTV: Turn on your television and your AppleTV. On your
smartphone or tablet, turn on ‘screen mirroring’ and select your AppleTV. The ImmerSphere
performance will be streamed to your AppleTV and the audio will come through your TV or your
sound system that is connected to your TV. Your smartphone/tablet will still control the
ImmerSphere experience, e.g. where you are looking, pausing the performance, etc. (This may
also work with other devices that allow you to stream content from your smartphone/tablet to
your TV, but we have not tested it.)”
‒ Russell & Linda from Vermont

Device Compatibility
Hoverlay Mobile Application: Hoverlay mobile app is supported on mobile devices that support either
ARKit (iPhone 6s and above; full list at the bottom of this page: https://www.apple.com/ios/augmentedreality/) or ARCore (https://developers.google.com/ar/discover/supported-devices).

